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Scale-independent mixing laws 
 
Bernard Montaron 
 
Abstract 
 
Mixing laws have been introduced in effective medium physics to calculate a bulk 
parameter of mixtures of several phases as a function of the parameter values and volume 
fractions for each phase.  They have been successfully applied to derive mixture models 
for dielectric constant, thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, etc.   
 
Studied here are mixing laws that can be written in the form  
)(...)()()( 2211 nn fafafaf σσσσ +++=    
with  1...21 =+++ naaa  where  f  is a continuous function applied to a bulk parameter σ 
– e.g. the complex conductivity – and where the  ai  are the volume fractions of each 
phase.  In the case of ‘scale-independent’ mixing laws i.e. mixing laws such that  
  )(...)()()(0 2211 nn tfatfatfatft σσσσ +++=>∀  
the function  f  is shown to take only two forms:  bxaxf += ln)(   or  baxxf p +=)( .  
In other words scale-independent  mixing laws can only be the geometric mean 
an
n
a σσσ ...11=   or the ‘power mean’  p
p
nn
p
aa /111 )...( σσσ ++=   with  0≠p .   
The geometric mean corresponds to the limit case  p  0. The other two limit cases are 
},...,,max{ 21 nσσσσ =  for +∞→p  and },...,,min{ 21 nσσσσ =  for −∞→p . 
 
 
 
Consider the functional equation  )()()(, ybfxafbyaxfRyx +=+∈∀∀  (1) 
where  a  and  b  are positive real numbers such that  1=+ ba  and where the unknown 
function  f   is assumed to be continuous. 
 
Put  )0()()( fxfxg −=   then clearly  g  is a continuous function and 
)()()(, ybgxagbyaxgRyx +=+∈∀∀    with   0)0( =g   (2) 
 
 
Lemma 1 
Any continuous function  g  such that 0)0( =g   and 
)()()(, ybgxagbyaxgRorRyx +=+∈∀∀ +
 
for two fixed positive real numbers  a  and  b  is of the form  cxxg =)(   for some real 
number  c.    Any continuous function  f  such that 
)()()(, ybfxafbyaxfRorRyx +=+∈∀∀ +
 
for two fixed positive real numbers  a  and  b  with 1=+ ba  is of the form  
dcxxf +=)(   for some real numbers  c  and  d . 
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Note that in the first part of this lemma there is no need to assume  1=+ ba . 
 
Proof 
Setting   y = 0  in (2)  leads to    )()( xagaxgRx =∈∀    (3) 
and setting  x = 0  in (2) leads to   )()( ybgbygRy =∈∀    (4) 
Using (3) and (4) in (2)  leads to  
  )()()(, bygaxgbyaxgRyx +=+∈∀∀     (5) 
and finally putting  axX =   and  byY =   in (5)  
  )()()(, YgXgYXgRYX +=+∈∀∀  
 
This is Cauchy’s equation for a continuous function.   Therefore cxxg =)(   (see [1] ) for 
some real number  c .  Setting  df =)0(  the general form for  f  in (1) is     dcxxf +=)(   
and this completes the proof of lemma 1. 
 
Lemma 2 
Any continuous function  g  such that 0)0( =g   and 
)(...)()()...(,...,, 2211221121 nnnnn xgaxgaxgaxaxaxagRorRxxx +++=+++∈∀∀∀ +
   for fixed positive real numbers naaa ,...,, 21   is of the form  cxxg =)(   for some real 
number  c.    Any continuous function  f  such that 
)(...)()()...(,...,, 2211221121 nnnnn xfaxfaxfaxaxaxafRorRxxx +++=+++∈∀∀∀ +
   for fixed positive real numbers naaa ,...,, 21   with  1...21 =+++ naaa   is of the form  
cbxxf +=)(   for some real numbers  b and  c . 
 
Proof 
Setting  0...3 === nxx  (or more generally setting to zero n - 2 variables) and using 
lemma 1 leads directly to the proof of lemma 2. 
 
Consider now the ‘mixing law’ applied to a positive physical parameter  σ  (for example 
the electrical conductivity – see [2]) defined by 
      )(...)()()( 2211 nn fafafaf σσσσ +++=    with   1...21 =+++ naaa   (7) 
 
where naaa ,...,, 21  are the volume fractions of  n phases having physical parameter values 
nσσσ ,...,, 21    respectively and where  σ  is the physical parameter of the mixture 
medium obtained by mixing the phases according to a given ‘mixing process’.   The 
function  f  is assumed to be continuous and in physics it will generally be monotonous. 
 
Following [1] it is interesting to find out which functions  f   give different values for  σ   
given 
naaa ,...,, 21  and nσσσ ,...,, 21 .   To answer this question the following lemma will 
be used. 
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Lemma 3 
The functional equation 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(,..., 1111111 nnnnn xgaxgagxfaxfafRxx ++=++∈∀∀ −−    (6) 
where naaa ,...,, 21  are positive real numbers such that  1...21 =+++ naaa  and where the 
unknown functions  f   and  g  are assumed to be continuous is equivalent to    
dxcfxgRxthatsuchRdc +=∈∀∈∃≠∃ )()(,0 . 
 
Proof 
Start from  dxcfxgRx +=∈∀ )()(  .   Setting  )(xfX =    
)()( 11 dcXgXfx +== −− .   Setting  )(...)( 11 nn xfaxfaX ++=   
 ( ) ( )dxcfaxcfagxfaxfaf nnnn +++=++ −− )(...)()(...)( 111111  
and since  dadadad n+++= ...21   and  dxcfxg kk += )()(  for all nk ,...,2,1=   
 ( ) ( ))(...)()(...)( 111111 nnnn xgaxgagxfaxfaf ++=++ −−  
 
Now conversely if  
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(,..., 1111111 nnnnn xgaxgagxfaxfafRxx ++=++∈∀∀ −−  
using  )( kk xfX =  for all nk ,...,2,1=  .  Equation (6) becomes 
( ) )(...)(...,..., 11111 nnnnn XFaXFaXaXaFRXX ++=++∈∀∀  
where  1−= fgF o .  According to lemma 2  there exist two real numbers  c  and  d  such 
that  dcXXF +=)( .  Setting   )(xfX =  leads to  dxcfxg += )()(   which completes 
the proof of lemma 3. 
 
 
The generating functions in ‘mixing laws’ applicable to a given physical parameter – for 
a given phase mixing process – are all pair-wise linearly dependent.  That property has 
profound implications as shown below.   
 
In the mixing law  (7)  one should be able to change the physical units for the parameters  
nσσσ ,...,, 21  and this should result in the units for  σ   to be changed accordingly.   This 
would be automatically the case if the function  f  included a reference parameter  σ
 0  
such that  )/()( 0σσσ kk Ff =  making the choice of units irrelevant.  However in 
situations where there is no reason to distinguish any particular value  σ
 0  one must have 
the property 
)(...)()()(...)()(0 1111 nnnn tfatfatffafaft σσσσσσ ++=⇒++=>∀  
 
This is the case in particular for so-called ‘scale-independent’ problems.  This property 
can be written in the following form 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(0 111111 nnnn tfatfaffafatft σσσσ ++=++>∀ −−  
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Lemma 4 
The only solutions of the functional equation 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(,...,, 1111111 txfatxfafxfaxfaftRxxt nnnnn ++++=+++∈∀∀∀ −−
where naaa ,...,, 21  are positive real numbers such that  1...21 =+++ naaa  and where the 
unknown function  f   is assumed to be continuous are   
  baxxf +=)(   or basxf x +=)( ,  0>s  
where a, b  and  0>s   are real numbers. 
 
Proof 
Let  )()( txfxg += .  Setting )( txfy += ,  tyfyg −= −− )()( 11  and the functional 
equation in lemma 4 can be written in the form 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(,..., 1111111 nnnnn xgaxgagxfaxfafRxx ++=++∈∀∀ −−  
 
Using lemma 3 there exist real numbers 0≠c  and  d  independent of  
nxxx ,...,, 21  such 
that  dxcfxgRx +=∈∀ )()( .  However  c  and  d  can be functions of   t , therefore 
there exist functions  )(tc  and )(td  such that  )()()()(, tdxftctxfRxt +=+∈∀∀  (7) 
 
This is a special case of Vincze’s equation  [1]  that is known to have only two sets of 
solutions baxxf +=)(   or basxf x +=)( ,  0>s  where a, b and s  are real numbers. 
 
Theorem 1 
The only solutions of the functional equation 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(,...,,0 1111111 nnnnn txfatxfafxfaxfatfRxxt ++=++∈∀∀>∀ −−+  
where 
naaa ,...,, 21  are positive real numbers such that  1...21 =+++ naaa  and where the 
unknown function  f  is assumed to be continuous are bxaxf += ln)(
 
or baxxf p +=)(  
where  a, b  and  p  are real numbers. 
 
Proof 
If one or several variables are equal to zero, the problem is the same with a lower value 
of  n . It can therefore be assumed without loss of generality that all variables are positive 
i.e. non zero. Define the function  F  such that expofF =  and set  tT ln=  , kk xX ln= . 
From there  11 ln −− = fF o   and the functional equation in the theorem becomes 
( ) ( ))(...)()(...)( 111111 TXFaTXFaFXFaXFaFT nnnn ++++=+++ −−  
for   RXXT n ∈∀∀∀ ,...,, 1  
Applying lemma 4 there are only two solutions for the function  F : 
  baXXF +=)(  or basXF X +=)( ,  0>s  
i.e. bxaxf += ln)(  or baxxf p +=)(   with  sp ln=  
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Going back to the scale-independent mixing law   ( ))(...)( 111 nn fafaf σσσ ++= −  
satisfying ( ) ( ))(...)()(...)(0 111111 nnnn tfatfaffafatft σσσσ ++=++>∀ −−    
consider the two cases of this theorem:  
 
First if   bxaxf += ln)(   then setting  bxay += ln , ( )abyyf /)(exp)(1 −=−  and   
( ) baaafafa nnnn +++=++ σσσσ ln...ln)(...)( 1111   therefore  
( ) annaannaa σσσσσσ ...ln...lnexp 221111 =++=  
 
Second if  baxxf p +=)(   then  ( ) pabyyf /11 /)()( −=−   and 
pp
nn
pp
aaa /12211 )...( σσσσ +++=  
 
As expected in both cases the parameters  a  and  b  disappear in the final expression. 
This concludes the proof of theorem 2 below. 
 
Theorem 2 
A scale-independent mixing law i.e. a mixing law defined by the functional equation 
)(...)()()(...)()(0 1111 nnnn tfatfatffafaft σσσσσσ ++=⇒++=>∀  
with  1...21 =+++ naaa   for some continuous function  f  can only be : 
the geometric mean    ann
aa σσσσ ...22
1
1=    
or the ‘power mean’  ppnn
pp
aaa
/1
2211 )...( σσσσ +++=   with  0≠p . 
 
The geometric mean is the limit case of the power mean when  p  tends to zero.    
The arithmetic mean is obtained for  1=p , the harmonic mean for 1−=p  and the 
quadratic mean for 2=p , and that is the CRIM mixing law for complex conductivity 
[2],[3],[4].  For  +∞→p  and −∞→p the limit cases of the power mean are 
(respectively)  },...,,max{ 21 nσσσ  and },...,,min{ 21 nσσσ
 
where ‘max’ and ‘min’ are 
taken over all  kσ  with 0≠ka . 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This mixing law is interesting in many respects for the modeling of the conductivity of 
porous rocks.  It contains Archie’s equation as a special case (with equal Archie 
exponents  n = m) and it can be used to model petrophysical parameters of reservoir rocks 
(see [5], [6]).  It is important to mention that power mean mixing laws do not seem to 
apply to electrical conductivity in the case of mixtures with at least one of the conductive 
phase concentration below its percolation threshold.  However it gives excellent results 
for mixtures with fully connected phases. 
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